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Abstract: Currency risks have an important impact on the financial results of enterprises. Forecasting of
currency  risk  is  a  major  step  in managing them. The article discusses the model  forecasting  of currency
risks RiskMetrics Group Inc.(RMG) (NYSE: RISK) and Krugman-and-Obstfeld models. The models are based
on the accounting impact of  macroeconomic  indicators on the exchange rate. Among the macroeconomic
factors considered GDP, money supply and inflation.
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INTRODUCTION So the market of  instruments  to minimize currency

Financial crisis in Russia was caused by  a  number However, considerable popularity hedging currency risk
of processes. Falling prices for oil and metals caused a fall acquired after the Asian crisis of 1997 [3]. Since that time,
in foreign exchange inflows into the country. At  the multinational companies actively begin to use synthetic
same time, revenue growth in recent  years  has  led  to  an options in risk management. Effectiveness of use options
increase in imports and thus increase the outflow of contributes overthrow forwards. It was proved by Chan
currency. Reduction of currency supply and demand for Kam Fong, Gan Christopher, McGraw Patricia on the
it led to increased pressure on the ruble. Some banks example of New Zealand exporters [4]. The next burst for
sought to convert rubles, received from the Central Bank, currency risk hedging was a terrorist act, 2001 in New
in the currency to save money against inflation. It is also York City. Speculative attack on the dollar after it has
increased the demand for dollars and euros. Slowdown in increased the  demand  for hedging instruments. One of
GDP growth, accelerating inflation, in turn, contributed to the most popular instruments  in  this period were
the ruble weakening. currency swaps [5].

Almost every economic agent is influenced by The aim of our research is to develop methods to
exchange  rate  fluctuations  on its  financial results. minimize economic agent’s losses from the exchange rate
Under these conditions, an urgent task is to minimize changes based on determination the impact of currency
foreign exchange risks for the enterprise. Effect of risk on the business entities and summarizing companies
exchange rate risk to the company is reflected by a experience of losses minimize from ourency risks.
number of Russian scientists and economists. Polterovich
V.M. and Popov V.V. investigated national and Exchange Rate Forecasting Models and Their
international experience of industry stimulating with the Application to Conditions in Russia: The effects of
help of real exchange rate regulation by the government currency risk on company's earnings, cash flow and
[1]. balance sheet  is  actual  problem   around  the  world.

It’s difficult to overestimate the significance of This explains the wide geography of works on the subject.
currency  risks. This subject became actual in bisiness as The expose of  foreign  exchange  risk was proved by
floating exchange rates were introduced. The first survey Chan Kam Fong, Gan  Christopher, McGraw Patricia on
(in 1978) after the system showed highly significant risk the example of New Zealand exporters [4]. The impact of
of currency fluctuations for German firms [2]. currency  risk  on  company’s  value  was  investigated by

risk was the answer to such requests from the business.
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Makar Stephen D, Huffman Stephen P. On the example of economists Christian W. Schmidt, Udo Broll who
American companies they examined the impact of investigated using VAR-method correlations between the
exchange rates on company’s value and assessed the U.S. dollar and the value of foreign direct investment in
value of such exposure. The authors analyzed the the U.S [11].
dependence of company’s size and the degree of foreign In the course  of  our  research were studied and
capital from changes in exchange rates. The authors tested two the most famous models of calculations and
developed a special indicators to assess this dependence prediction the exchange rate. The first model, developed
[6]. Johnson R. D., Worzala E. M., Lizieri C. M. in the by consulting company New York Risk Metrix Group [12],
article researched hotel holdings and proved the impact of consider the impact of inflation and the risk-free rate of
currency risk on the value of foreign investments [7]. return. The second model developed by prof. Krugman

Russian exporters and enterprises working  on  import (Nobel Prize in 2008 ) and prof. Obstfeld at Princeton
substitution   have   increased  their  competitiveness. University US [13]. It’s based on monetary theory and
This effect is based on the government policy support takes into account the influence of money supply and
domestic producers. This is confirmed the national and national income on the exchange rate.
international experience to promotethe industry with the Analysis and testing of models was carried out in
help of government regulation of the real exchange rate respect of USD/RUB.
[1].

Curency risk management isn’t typical for Russian New York Risk Metrix Group model:
companies. Not many companies engaged in currency risk
management at all. In favorable market conjuncture with e =P -P -y*(i -i )+u (1)
sales of 100 million dollars per month losses of 4-5 million
dollars is almost imperceptible. In difficult market where e -the increment rate of nominal exchange rate in
conjuncture companies have to optimize their costs, period t;
including reduce losses from currency risks. Pt – Inflation in Russia for the period t (marked with

Large international corporations pay great attention an asterisk inflation rate in the country which is interest
to minimizing currency risk. The company Volkswagen for researcher, in our case, the United States);
has in its structure division which deals exclusively with i  –  risk-free  rate-refinancing  rate  in the  country, in
currency risk reduction [8]. The French car monopoly this example, in Russia (marked with an asterisk
Peugeot created in 1981 a specialized company with the refinancing rate in the country-issuer of foreign currency,
aim to manage currency risk of Groupe by it and makes all in our case, USA).
of its foreign exchange and monetary transactions. y-coefficient of elasticity, which indicates the

There are two main approaches in forecasting sensitivity of foreign exchange rates to changes in
currency risk. Supporters of the first approach predict exchange rates
exchange rate changes based on macroeconomic factors: The model approbation was based on data for the
GDP,  money  supply,  investment,  interest  rates. period from 1999 to 2008. The data source for consumer
Supporters of the second use various statistical methods price inflation in Russia is a publication of the Federal
and approaches of econometric modeling. Among the State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation [14],
supporters of the first approach, we could mention such inflation in the U.S.-US Bureau of Labour Statistics [15],
scientists as Krguman, Nobel Prize 2008, Obstfeld and the source of inflation forecasts in the U.S. and Russia in
others. The world wide economic literature presents 2009 was made by the World Bank [16]. The data source
different correlation models between exchange rate and for refinancing rate in Russia in 1999-2008 is a publication
macroeconomic factors. of the CentralBank of Russia [17], the refinancing rate in

The work of Chinese economists Zheng Qin, Lihua the U.S.-data of the U.S. Federal Reserve [18], the
Cheng, Juan Du and Bo Tian devote to the influence of predicted values for 2009-sites of the U.S. Federal
the GDP and the money supply on the exchange rate. Reserve, the Ministry of Finance [19], the U.S. Treasury
They identified the correlations between fluctuations in [20], the World Bank [16], the Russian Trade Statistic [21].
GDP, indices of money supply in China and the RMB In the  course approbation were found constant y
exchange rate [9]. Chinese economist Bangyong Hu using and u.  As  a  result,  the  values   of   the   constants are:
VAR-method proved the impact of such macroeconomic u = -46,136;  y = -1,615.  After substituting the values of
factors as foreign direct investment on the exchange rate y and u inequation (1) model for the calculation of the
[10]. The same conclusion was made by American dollar against the ruble becomes [22]:

t t t t t
* *

t

t
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e =P -P +1,615*(i -i )-46,136 (2) Make management solutions to minimize costs andt t t t t
* *

For approbation this equation, we compared the Decision about special tools for insurance losses of
forecast data with the actual exchange rate on the time foreign exchange (currencyclause, hedging, currency
interval 2002-2008 and calculated the mean square error, arbitrage)
which amounted to 1.91 rubles, or 7.59% [16]. Analysis results of decisions about minimize losses

The second    studied    model-a   model of from exchange rate changes
Krugman-Obstfeld-developed at Princeton University,
USA Winner of  the Nobel Prize in 2008 prof. Crugman An alternative to method discussed above can
and prof. Obstfeld [13]. The model is based on the become the method of minimization losses based on Var
monetary theory of exchange rates pricing. Adapted (variation).
model to the Russian market is as followsl [16]. Var method is widely used by supporters of approach

that involves the use of statistical and economic modeling
E =m - m +0.00181*(y - y )-3.507867985 (3) tools to manage  currency  risks. The economic literaturet t t t t

* *

is represented an application of the method for the
Comparing calculated values with actual, standard macroeconomic analysis as well as for micro levels

deviation (the error) was 1220.37% [23]. Thus, the model analysis. S. Y. Novak, V. Dalla, L. Giraitis use Var method
of Krugman-Obstfeld can not be applied for the USD/RUB to estimate currency risks at the State level. The authors
prediction. analyze currency risks in developing countries by the

For exchange rate forecasting the authors proposed example of Mexico [24]. Marcel Fratzscher using Var
the following model [22]: method investigates currency risks in the countries of

(4) and Jong H. Ock use Var method for analyze currency

where A*  = C-const contracts [26].  This  method  is  not intended to predict
the course, but allows us to estimate the value on which

For approbation author's model, we analyzed the the current rate deviates from with a given probability.
period from 1999 to 2009. The constant C was calculated This gives us understanding of how (in money term)
for each year based on the known data on M0 and exchange rate fluctuations can affect on company’s
Russia's GDP, M0 and the U.S. GDP and the actual results, provided fluctuations in the billing period.
exchange rate for the period prior to the forecasted. Management structure is one of the most important
Standard deviation of the  model (error value) amounted factors for high effective currency risk management.
to 4.93 rubles, or 18.7%. Therefore,  developing the  organizational  structure of

Each of the models we have examined has its own risk management we widely analyzed foreign experience.
specific features, takes into account specific economic Currency risk management in companies is on top of
phenomena. All these differences determine the world scientific discussions. Andreas Röthig offers and
advantages and disadvantages of models. Author’s provides a comparative analysis of different models of
model can be used for prediction of the course in sharp corporate currency risk management, depending on the
fluctuations of the trend, but it has a larger error than the chosen hedging  strategy.  Author gets a lot of attention
model of New York Risk Metrix Group. Therefore, in our to risk-management models in the economic crisis [27].
view, these models must be applied both for predicting Stefan Hloch, Ulrich Hommel, Karoline Jung-Senssfelder
currency risks. research currency risk management in worldwide

So we proposed a method to minimize the risks of an companies. The most interesting, in our view, is the
economic entity  from  the  exchange  rate which includes authors' proposal, based on the experience of the
5 stages: bankrupt corporation E.ON [28].

Forecast of currency risk basis of a model New York Risk Metrix Group in a stable
Identify currency risk impact on the results of trend and based on the author's model, in both stable and
business entities unstable trend. Both models can also be used together.

optimization

Asia and Latin America [25]. Seung H. Han, Young Lee

risks at the corporate level. They they offer the
accounting treatment of currency risks in international

Forecasting the exchange rate can be made on the
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In the article we propose  a mechanism of 2. Dieter, G., H.E. Scharrer and W. Wetter, 1978.
minimization companies losses, which consists of
following steps: 1) forecast the exchange rate, 2) analyze
the impact of exchange rate changes on company’s
economic results, 3) based on the results of steps 1 and 2
the company makes decision about cost reduction,
change in policy sales, etc., 4) taking into account results
of 2 and 3 steps, the company makes a decision about the
application tools of losses minimization from changes in
exchange rates, 5) analysis results of previous stages.

The practical results of the implementation of the
mechanism for minimizing currency risks, obtained by
OJSC "Magnitogorsk Iron & Steel Works" [23], allow the
authors to suggest that the use of the gained experience
in management of currency risks in the Russian market
can bring a positive effect not only for Russian companies
but also for foreign ones.

Output:

Globalization of multinationals’ activities increases
the importance of risk management, including the
management of currency exchange risks.
The relevance of the subject matter presents a
significant opportunity for further research in this
area. It seems to be interesting, for example, to select
the optimal structure of a currency basket for
calculations of companies on the basis of a risk
analysis of major currencies.
Application of developed methodology of
minimization company’s losses from changes in
exchange rates allows companies to extract following
benefits:
Reduce costs;
Increase revenues;
Reduce risks of international trade and as a result
increase the trading volume.
These benefits allow to get a positive effect for
businesses and for the State as a whole. For example,
by keeping corporate profits to minimize losses from
income taxes reduction in the the treasury of federal,
state and local budgets.
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